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Abstract

Few tools exist to address the post�development ac�
tivities of con�guring� releasing� installing� updating�
recon�guring� and even de�installing a software sys�
tem� Certainly there is no uni�ed approach for all
of these activities� and none that can take full advan�
tage of a wide�area network� The Software Dock repre�
sents an architecture for supporting post�development
activities in such a setting� It is designed as a system
of loosely�coupled� cooperating� distributed components
that are bound together by a wide�area messaging and
event system� In this paper we describe the Software
Dock architecture and discuss the use of a prototype
in deploying a complex system�

� Introduction

Software deployment is the complex process that
covers all of the activities performed after a software
system has been developed� These activities include
con�guring� releasing� installing� updating� recon�g�
uring� and even de�installing a software system� For
modern software systems� particularly those built by
assembling independently developed components� the
deployment process involves the careful coordination
and interaction of multiple producers �including devel�
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opers� and multiple consumers �including users� that
may be geographically and organizationally dispersed�

Because traditional con�guration management sys�
tems have focused on the development activity of
source code control� few mechanisms are currently in
place to support software deployment activities� Con�
sider� for example� the deployment activities of con�g�
uration and installation� It is typical that information
about the sites at which a system is to be deployed
is not readily available� complete� nor accurate� Even
if the information were available� non�standard meth�
ods to access the information make it di�cult to au�
tomatically and remotely con�gure the system for de�
ployment� Tools such as Autoconf ��	
 and Ship ���

attempt to obtain the information on a per installa�
tion� ad hoc basis by using scripts and heuristics� The
Microsoft Registry ���
 stores some amount of con�g�
uration information at a site� but that information is
only partially standardized� Compounding the con�g�
uration and installation problem is the fact that many
development organizations do not make system depen�
dencies an explicit part of the system�s de�nition� This
leads to installations that cannot operate� simply be�
cause all the necessary components have not been put
in place�

As more systems are built using distributed compo�
nent technology� such as CORBA ��
 or Java ��
� the
�missing component� problem will become more com�
mon� The personal computing notion that software
systems are self�contained� such that copies of all com�
ponents needed for an installation are included on a
CD�ROM� is overly simplistic� For example� the plug�
ins and helper applications used with Web browsers
are not themselves components of the browsers� but
are independently developed and installed� Even if
one could construct a monolithic installation� this ap�
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proach still fails when components are shared with
other systems� since the versions of those shared com�
ponents may not be compatible�

Support for deployment activities other than con�
�guration and installation is essentially non�existent�
The installed system typically becomes a static entity
detached from its producers and poorly understood
by its consumers� For example� it is di�cult for a
consumer to determine how a change made to their
site will a�ect the installed software at that site� This
di�culty results from the fact that constraints and
dependencies are not explicit nor is the software able
to automatically adapt� Instead� as the environment
changes� it becomes the consumer�s burden to ensure
that the system continues to function properly� As
enhancements and bug �xes are released� there is no
standard way for the consumer to automatically up�
grade� or even locate� the installed system�

Clearly� there is a need to develop a powerful new
generation of con�guration management technologies
that account for post�development activities� To be
e�ective� these new technologies must�

� operate in a variety of environments� ranging from a
single machine to a distributed� decentralized� wide�
area setting that leverages the connectivity o�ered
by networks such as the Internet�

� provide a way to describe site and software system
con�guration information�

� provide a way to manage� access� and reason about
site con�guration information� which includes the
hardware and software environment at a site�

� provide a way to manage� access� and reason about
a software system con�guration� which includes de�
pendencies and constraints inherent in the system�
both for initial installation and as a way to maintain
the working state of a system�

� make it possible to monitor the environment sur�
rounding a deployed system� watch for changes in
that environment� and automatically adapt the soft�
ware to those changes� and

� allow consumers� in loose cooperation with software
producers� to maintain their installed systems with
little or no need for human intervention�

In general� then� the new con�guration management
technologies should automate�as an integral part of
software systems themselves�the activities required
for continuous support of deployed systems�

As a contribution to the new generation of con�
�guration management technologies� we are develop�
ing the Software Dock� an architecture for supporting

the software deployment process� By analogy to the
hardware docking stations used with portable note�
book computers� the Software Dock provides a con�
text in which to situate a software system at a site�
As with its hardware counterpart� �docking� a soft�
ware system involves protocols for interrogating the
local environment for its properties and adapting the
software to that environment� But a signi�cant di�er�
ence from hardware docking is the fact that both the
environment and the software system are malleable�
For example� if a required component is not found at
a site� then that component can be added dynamically
to the site to satisfy the needs of the software being
docked� Alternatively� a more appropriate version of
the software system itself can be obtained dynami�
cally and installed� This allows installation to become
a process of negotiation between a producer and a con�
sumer� Moreover� the mutual adaptation process can
continue beyond the initial docking to provide a per�
petually evolving combination of system and environ�
ment� What makes this all possible is the mobility of
software �as opposed to hardware� and the connectiv�
ity of networks such as the Internet�

The Software Dock is a system of loosely�coupled�
cooperating� distributed components that are bound
together by a wide�area messaging and event system�
The components include �eld docks for maintaining
site�speci�c con�guration information by consumers�
release docks for managing the con�guration and re�
lease of software systems by producers� and a vari�
ety of agents for automating the deployment process�
Both the information about releases and the informa�
tion about �eld sites are represented as hierarchies of
data that� when combined� form a federated software
deployment registry with a conceptually global name
space� Events generated by operations on the hierar�
chies propagate throughout the federated registry and
are received by interested agents� The agent technol�
ogy enables concomitant actions to be automatically
performed in response those events�

This paper describes the Software Dock architec�
ture� an initial prototype of its components� and its
application to a deployment task� To help describe
the details of the technology� Section 	 provides an
example deployment scenario� Section � introduces
the overall architecture of the system and describes
each of the major components� while Section  relates
the components to the scenario� Section � discusses
other work in the area of post�development con�gura�
tion management� Finally� the status of a prototype
implementation of the Software Dock architecture and
directions for future work are presented in Section ��
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� A Deployment Scenario

Lockheed Martin�s Online Learning Academy
�OLLA� provides a real�world example of the need
for improved support for deployment activities� This
example is used throughout the next two sections to
illustrate the capabilities of the Software Dock� and
has been used as the basis for a demonstration of our
prototype�

OLLA is a collaborative learning environment
developed by Lockheed Martin �Paoli� Pennsyl�
vania� as part of DARPA�s CAETI program�
OLLA is comprised of a collection of media con�
tent �Web pages� audio� video� etc�� and a col�
lection of scripts and programs that together oc�
cupy �� megabytes of disk space across 	
�� �les�
The OLLA system depends on a separate system
called Disco that� in turn� depends on a Web page
indexing and search system called Harvest ���
Disco is an extension to Harvest developed by
Lockheed Martin that adds a forms�based inter�
face to the Harvest query system� Harvest� on the
other hand� is an independent system developed
outside of Lockheed Martin� OLLA is installed at
various oversea schools and� occasionally� Lock�
heed Martin releases updates to the system that
also need to be propagated to the schools�

The OLLA scenario uncovers many issues that must
be addressed by the various deployment activities� Ini�
tially� con�guration information about the �eld site
must be obtained to properly con�gure the OLLA
installation� Speci�cally� information such as the
hardware and software platforms� HTTP servers� and
amount of disk space� is used to direct the installation
activity� The installation activity must also ensure
that Harvest and Disco are installed on the �eld site
before OLLA is installed and then properly integrate
these systems with the new OLLA installation�

Once installed� certain start�up tasks must be per�
formed� such as using Harvest to build indexes for
the OLLA content� During the remaining lifecycle of
the system� updates released by Lockheed Martin will
need to be installed� In addition� local changes to
the �eld site that may a�ect the OLLA installation�
such as recon�guring the HTTP server� will require
that OLLA�s con�guration be modi�ed as well� Com�
pounding the di�culties of this scenario is the fact
that the schools have limited resources to support sys�
tem administration� Therefore� the Software Dock is
proposed as a next�generation con�guration manage�
ment system to gather all of these activities into one
uni�ed post�development framework�

� The Software Dock Architecture

This section describes the architecture of the Soft�
ware Dock system� First the architecture is presented
in overview and then the components are described
in detail� Section  uses the scenario introduced in
the previous section to illustrate the architectural con�
cepts in more detail�

��� Overview

The Software Dock architecture consists of �ve pri�
mary components� as illustrated in Figure ��

� A �eld dock is a server residing at a consumer site
that maintains a registry of local con�guration in�
formation� It provides interfaces for agents to access
the information and to subscribe to events that are
generated when information in the registry changes�

� A release dock is a server residing at a producer
site that provides a registry of information about
software releases� It provides interfaces for agents
to access the information and to subscribe to events�

� A federated deployment registry is a conceptual ag�
gregation of the �eld dock and release dock registries
that provides a global name space�

� An agent is an executable program that performs
speci�c tasks of the deployment process at release
and �eld sites on behalf of producers and consumers�

� A wide�area messaging�event system �WAM�E� is
an Internet�scale noti�cation mechanism ���
 that
enables the �ow of messages and events between
agents located at release and �eld docks�

As shown in Figure �� there can be many �eld and
release docks representing the interests of the many
possible participants in the deployment process� Ty�
ing them together is WAM�E� which provides bi�
directional communication pathways� Agent technol�
ogy is useful in this situation because it provides a
means of dynamically distributing functionality and
enabling client�side processing of events� Given the
emergence of languages such as Java ��
� agents can
be developed independently of hardware and operat�
ing system platforms�

��� Federated Deployment Registry

The federated deployment registry is central to the
Software Dock architecture and is formed by conjoin�
ing the registries at all release and �eld sites� Figure 	
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Figure �� The Federated Deployment Registry for
the OLLA Scenario� �Note� Information presented
here is for illustrative purposes��

depicts a conceptualization of the registry as a sin�
gle� global structure and shows the portion relevant
to the OLLA scenario� This structure is conceptual
in the sense that it provides only a logically global
name space� not a physical global implementation�
The global name space enables a standard method
to query the state of consumer and release sites� to
subscribe for events� and to discover properties of the
Software Dock environment in general�

The registry is organized as an n�ary tree� This
model was chosen for its simplicity� but also because
it subsumes relevant models� such as the DMTF MIF
format ��
� the Microsoft Registry ���
� the X Window
System resources model� and most �le systems�

The schema of the registry is kept consistent across
sites to ease the development of agents that access
the information� Each tree node contains a name�
a description� access controls� and an optional type�
Additionally� each node contains a list of attribute�
value pairs� The type of a node is exploited to specify
the structure of the subtree under that node� For ex�
ample� a tree node of type �Application� adheres to
the subtree de�nition of the application nodes in Fig�
ure 	� The access controls on nodes are used to ensure
that required subtrees and attribute�value pairs are
not deleted� only extended� This allows sites to aug�
ment the information contained in the registry without
disrupting the behavior of agents�

��� Field Dock

A �eld dock typically exists one per consumer site
and performs several roles on behalf of the consumer�

� It provides a registry of information about the hard�
ware and software environment present at �or absent
from� the site on which it resides through the reg�
istry interface�

� It propagates events subscribed to by agents at the
local site� These events are generated in response
to operations applied to the registry and events re�
ceived from remote sources and are made available
through the event interface�

� It provides controlled access to the site and its
resources by allowing agents to add semantics to
events generated in the registry�

Each of these aspects of a �eld dock is described below�

����� Field Dock Registry

The registry maintained by a �eld dock forms the basic
description of a consumer site� The information con�
tained in the registry can be thought of as a snapshot
of the state of the consumer site� The �eld dock itself
does not place any semantics on the content or the
schema of the registry� All interpretation of seman�
tics is performed by external entities� namely agents�
When the site�s state changes� an agent uses the �eld
dock�s registry interface to re�ect those changes in the
registry� When an agent initiates an operation on the
registry� the operation generates an event that is prop�
agated to other� interested agents�

As an example of how the registry is used� con�
sider an agent responsible for installing OLLA� When
it is downloaded to a �eld site� the agent queries the
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�eld dock at that site to obtain con�guration infor�
mation� One piece of information is a description
of the operating system at a speci�c site such as
mid�school�aviano�af�mil� The agent obtains this
information by querying the operating system node
� � ��Software�OperatingSystem� which is a global
path name within the federated deployment registry��

At that point� the agent can examine the attributes of
the operating system node to determine speci�c oper�
ating system information�

����� Event Model

The �eld dock provides an interface for agents to reg�
ister interest in �i�e�� subscribe to� events� All events
occur as a result of operations being performed on
the registry� An event is de�ned as having a type� a
name� and an attribute list� The event type is asso�
ciated with the registry operation that has been per�
formed to generate the event� such as registry tree
nodes or attributes being added� deleted� or changed�
The event name is derived from a path�name�like con�
struction based on the event�generating node�s path
name in the registry� Finally� the attribute list by de�
fault depends on the type of the event� but can be
augmented by user supplied attributes� For example�
when a tree node attribute is changed� the event at�
tributes include� by de�nition� the old and new values
of the respective tree node attribute� but could also
include any additional attributes that were speci�ed
by the instigator of the registry operation�

Referring to the OLLA scenario� when the agent
responsible for installing OLLA
at mid�school�aviano�af�mil creates an application
node for the OLLA system in the registry� an event is
generated� This event has the type �node added� with
the name � � ��Software�Applications�OLLA� The
attribute list for a �node added� event is empty by
default� This event indicates to the agents that have
subscribed to such events that an application called
OLLA has been added to the site�

The process of local event delivery and propagation
is the responsibility of the local �eld dock� Addition�
ally� the �eld dock injects local events into the global
event propagation mechanism� WAM�E� through a
gateway agent� Locally� when an event is generated�
the �eld dock sends the event to any local agent that
has subscribed to that event� In order to subscribe to
an event� an agent uses the �eld dock�s event inter�
face to tell the �eld dock the type and the name of

�To reduce the length of path names in this paper
 as�
sume �unless otherwise noted� that all paths are pre�xed
with �World�FieldDocks�mid�school�aviano�af�mil�
 which
are denoted by a �� � � �� pre�x in the text	

the event in which it is interested� For example� if an
agent at mid�school�aviano�af�mil is interested in
the event of OLLA being added to that site� then it
would register for an event of type �node added� with
the name � � ��Software�Applications�OLLA� When
such an event is generated� the interested agent re�
ceives the event noti�cation along with any additional
attributes that may have been attached�

This interface for subscribing to events is a bit
clumsy� especially if an agent is interested in a class of
events� rather than a speci�c event� Thus� the Soft�
ware Dock provides a richer language for events ��
�

����� Controlled Site Access

The �nal function performed by the �eld dock is con�
trolled access to the underlying site� All operations
that can be performed on a site are directly exported
in the �eld dock�s interface or they are indirectly ex�
ported through speci�c agents performing a de�ned
task in response to the occurrence of a speci�c event
or event pattern� Examples of the former include the
con�guration interfaces and the event interfaces of the
�eld dock described above� An example of the latter
is an agent that resides at a site and adds an icon to
the desktop whenever an application is added to the
site� This agent provides an indirect interface to the
user�s desktop� The indirect interfaces created by the
�eld dock�s registry and event system can be quite so�
phisticated� such as mapping registry operations onto
the site�s �le system ��
�

��� Release Dock

A release dock works in support of producers and
resides on a designated site within a software produc�
ing organization� The architecture of the release dock
shares much of its architecture and functionality with
the �eld dock� The release dock maintains a registry of
the producer�s software releases that �ts into the larger
federated deployment registry� and provides con�gura�
tion and event interfaces�

A software release in the release dock�s registry is
a collection of artifacts� such as executables� libraries�
documentation� dependencies� and constraints� It also
includes the agents responsible for the deployment ac�
tivities� including con�guring� installing� maintaining�
and de�installing the software� The release dock pro�
vides an interface� in the form of an agent� to allow
the insertion of new releases into its registry�

Like the �eld dock� the release dock generates
events when operations are performed on its registry�
These events are used to indicate changes in the state
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of releases� such as the release of a new software sys�
tem� a new version of an existing system� or a patch
to an existing system�

Organizations use a release dock much like current
FTP sites are used for distributing software� though
the release dock is more sophisticated� The release
dock may provide a user interface� perhaps through
a Web page� to allow consumers to browse the avail�
able releases� The release dock� however� does not dis�
tribute software releases directly� Instead� when the
consumer initiates a download� the release dock sends
an agent to the consumer�s site� This installation
agent is responsible for installing the requested soft�
ware release by interacting with the consumer site�s
�eld dock to obtain the appropriate con�guration in�
formation� Once the con�guration information is ob�
tained� the agent retrieves the properly con�gured
components from its release dock and installs them
at the �eld site�

In the example scenario� Lockheed Martin has a re�
lease dock installed at a designated site within its orga�
nization� A set of Web pages is available for consumers
to browse the releases that Lockheed Martin currently
has available� one particular system is OLLA� The
Web pages contain detailed information about OLLA
and a link to download an OLLA installation agent�
The nodes in the release dock�s registry represent all
the information necessary to install the various con�g�
urations and versions of OLLA� including descriptions
of dependencies and constraints on components avail�
able elsewhere�

��� Agents

Since semantic knowledge is not part of �eld or
release docks� most of their functionality is embod�
ied in the set of agents that they host at any given
time� Agents register for speci�c events and then per�
form speci�c tasks once these events have been re�
ceived� The actions performed by agents can cause
other events to be generated� thus stimulating the sys�
tem with additional event�action responses� Through
these techniques� agents provide a large portion of the
functionality in the Software Dock environment�

From the perspective of a particular site� there are
two classes of agents� internal and external� Internal
agents extend the functionality of a local dock and� to
some extent� are trusted at that site� External agents
are obtained from remote sites to perform some par�
ticular function on behalf of a remote organization�
Therefore� external agents are not trusted to the same
extent as internal agents�

An external agent that comes from a release dock

is generically referred to as a deployment agent� The
most common deployment agent is an agent responsi�
ble for installing a software system� This installation
agent is typically downloaded from a release dock di�
rectly by a consumer or indirectly by another agent�
The downloaded installation agent then proceeds to
install the software on behalf of the consumer� us�
ing the mechanisms provided by the Software Dock�
When an installation agent installs a software system�
it may additionally install other deployment agents at
the site to perform tasks such as updating the software
when updates become available�

In the example scenario� the OLLA release includes
a deployment agent to install OLLA� as well as one
that resides at the �eld site to install updates as they
become available� Disco and Harvest also have associ�
ated deployment agents that may be causally invoked
due to the dependence of OLLA on Disco and Disco
on Harvest�

In contrast to external agents� which mainly per�
form deployment activities� internal agents provide
three major capabilities� viewing� abstraction� and
isolation�

A viewing agent provides a user interface for ac�
cessing� browsing� or manipulating a site�s registry�
Other internal agents de�ne abstract interfaces for op�
erations whose implementation requires site�speci�c
knowledge� They accomplish this by subscribing to
selected events and� in response� by performing site�
speci�c actions� In e�ect� they provide an extended�
controlled interface to the underlying site for use by
other agents� typically deployment agents� A good
example of an internal agent is the �eld dock�s site
agent� which provides an indirect interface to the lo�
cal site�s �le system� The site agent registers with the
�eld dock for events that occur under an application
node�s �RootDir� node �see Figure 	�� The �Root�
Dir� node is a collection of tree nodes that represent
the directories and �les that comprise an application�
Events that occur under this tree node are received
by the site agent� which then maps these events to
the creation and updating of subdirectories and �les
in the site�s �le system� In e�ect� the site agent al�
lows a deployment agent to install �les into the local
site�s �le system without giving the deployment agent
direct access to the local disk� Thus� internal agents
support the isolation of potentially untrusted deploy�
ment agents from the local site�s resources� This adds
an important degree of security and access control to
the whole deployment process�

Returning to the OLLA scenario� an agent respon�
sible for installing OLLA installs the necessary OLLA
system �les into the deployment site�s �le system by
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�rst creating an application tree node in the site�s reg�
istry� The installation agent then inserts �les and di�
rectories into the application node�s directory subtree�
These actions are physically re�ected in the site�s �le
system by the site agent�

Field and release dock implementations are accom�
panied by a variety of prede�ned agents for perform�
ing speci�c tasks� Generic agent classes are also pro�
vided for performing simple software system installa�
tions and updates by interpreting the standard schema
in both the �eld and release dock registries� It is also
possible to create agents from scratch using the inter�
faces provided by the �eld and release dock servers�

��� Wide�Area Messaging�Event System

The main facilitator of interaction among compo�
nents in the Software Dock architecture is event noti�
�cation� As previously described� an event has a type�
a name� and a list of attributes� Until this point in
the paper� the discussion of events has largely been
restricted to propagation within a site� only alluding
to non�local propagation among sites�

WAM�E is the component responsible for propa�
gating events across a wide�area network to sites inter�
ested in global events� Its general operation is similar
to that of the local event propagation mechanism� A
di�erence is that the subscriber to locally propagated
events is an agent� while docks themselves are the sub�
scribers to globally propagated events� which in turn
propagate the events to local agents� Thus� WAM�E
provides an interface by which a dock can register in�
terest in events� It also provides an interface by which
a dock can inject an event consisting of a type� a name�
and an attribute list�

The WAM�E mechanism described here is provi�
sional and the subject of further research ��� ��
�

� OLLA Deployment Demonstration

In this section we walk through a detailed example
of an OLLA installation and update using the Soft�
ware Dock prototype� This demonstration was per�
formed using remote sites that simulated Lockheed
Martin and an oversea school�

Figure �a depicts a participating �eld dock and re�
lease dock at the start of the OLLA installation� In
step ��� the OLLA installation agent is downloaded
to the �eld dock� This download is initiated by either
a user or another agent� Once the OLLA installa�
tion agent is in place� it starts to execute and queries
the �eld dock�s con�guration registry in step �	�� Us�
ing this information� the agent requests a dependency

list for the proper con�guration of OLLA from its re�
lease dock in step ���� Since OLLA is dependent upon
Disco� the agent will check to see if this dependency
is met� If not� it will make a request to the �eld dock
to download and execute the Disco installation agent
from the Disco release dock in step ��� This will re�
sult in a recursive installation of Disco� which will sim�
ilarly invoke the Harvest installation agent in step ���
if Harvest is not present on the �eld site� since Disco
is dependent upon Harvest�

Once all of the dependent systems have been in�
stalled� the OLLA installation agent retrieves the
proper OLLA con�guration from its release dock in
step ���� In step ��� the installation agent creates
an application node for OLLA in the �eld dock�s reg�
istry� By creating a node in the registry the agent
has generated an event that is received by the site
agent in step ���� In response to the event the site
agent creates a physical directory in the local site�s
�le system for the new application� In step ���� the
installation agent then inserts the application speci�c
�les and directory nodes into the registry under the
application node�s �RootDir� node� Each of these in�
sertions causes events that the site agent receives and
then creates corresponding �les and directories in the
local site�s �le system in step �����

A particular release artifact that the installation
agent installs in step ���� is an update agent� which
is an external agent responsible for obtaining and in�
stalling OLLA updates� The installation agent regis�
ters the update agent with the �eld dock� thus the up�
date agent is �docked� with the �eld dock at the end
of the installation� Before �nishing the installation�
the installation agent in step ��	� inserts requests into
the registry to create Harvest indexes for the newly
installed OLLA system� As part of its installation�
Harvest� which was installed as a dependent system of
OLLA� added an agent to the local �eld dock to accept
Harvest requests� The Harvest request agent responds
to speci�c events in the registry and thus extends the
indirect interface of the local site �see sections �����
and �����

Figure �b depicts the same participating �eld dock
and release dock before an OLLA update release� In
step ���� a user at the release dock�s site inserts a
new update for the OLLA system into the organiza�
tion�s release registry� The insertion of the update re�
lease causes an event to be generated and propagated
through WAM�E in step ���� The update agent�
which registered for update announcements when it
docked at the �eld dock� receives the event in step �����

The update agent queries the �eld dock registry in
step ���� and then communicates with the originating

���
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Figure �� Installation �a� and Update �b� of the OLLA System�

release dock to retrieve the proper update con�gura�
tion in step ����� In step ���� the update agent inserts
the updated �les into the proper places under OLLA�s
�RootDir� node and the site agent physically creates
them in the �le system in step ����� The �nal ac�
tion taken by the update agent on behalf of Lockheed
Martin is to request that Harvest refresh the content
indexes if there were any changes in the content arti�
facts in step �	���

� Related Work

Currently� there is no single system� other than the
Software Dock� intended to perform the full range of
deployment activities� In this section we discuss vari�
ous related systems� falling into three categories�

��� Release Management Systems

Release management is concerned with the process
through which software is made available to and ob�
tained by its users� A number of commercial systems
are available that support notions of software system
release� Traditional network managers�HP�s Open�
View� IBM�s NetView� and Sun�s Solstice�were de�
veloped originally to manage hardware� and their soft�
ware management support continues to lag� Tivoli�s
TME��� ���� ��
 most directly addresses the same is�
sues as the Software Dock� it support con�gurations�

dependencies� installation� and inventory� These sys�
tems assume a centralized control with a single site for
con�guration and releases� The Software Dock� on the
other hand� supports a federated approach with mul�
tiple� autonomous consumers obtaining software sys�
tems from multiple� autonomous producers� Although
internally event based� none of these systems supports
the equivalent of WAM�E�

Some related but more limited systems include
A�Enterprise Desktop Manager �	
 and Ship ��
� They
also support release management by enabling a devel�
oper to distribute their software to a speci�c set of
users� However� these systems do not make depen�
dency information generally available� nor do they ad�
dress distribution and decentralization� Further� they
lack event mechanisms and cannot support the au�
tomation of arbitrary deployment activities�

SRM �Software Release Manager� ���
 was speci��
cally designed to facilitate the distribution of software
that is composed of sets of interdependent systems
developed at geographically distributed and decentral�
ized sites� Hiding the physical distribution and using
the dependencies among the various systems� SRM al�
lows retrieval of a complete software system through
a Web�based interface� It does not provide any addi�
tional capabilities such as installation or update� Cur�
rently� we are using a special version of SRM as a prim�
itive release dock in our Software Dock prototype�

���



��� Build and Installation Systems

Systems for building and installing a software sys�
tem from source code provide certain features that
overlap those of the Software Dock� The current gen�
eration of con�guration management systems �e�g��
ClearCase ��
 and Continuus ��
� provide little sup�
port for the deployment of the systems whose con�gu�
ration and construction they manage� they are almost
exclusively concerned with software development at
the source�code level�

The FreeBSD ���
 porting system supports the
FreeBSD user community by organizing freely avail�
able software into a carefully constructed hierarchy
known as the �ports collection�� It uses various forms
of heuristics to determine a site�s state and employs
the results in building and installing a software pack�
age� The primary �aw in the system is that it embeds
dependencies and other knowledge into Make �les�
Compared to the Software Dock�s explicit registry� it
is di�cult to locate and manage dependency informa�
tion about systems� Additionally� functional support
is limited to only installation and de�installation�

Marimba�s Castanet ���
 is a content delivery sys�
tem based on a client�server model of tuners and trans�
mitters� Content� called a channel� is placed in a direc�
tory on a server transmitter and is made available to
client tuners� Tuners that subscribe to speci�c chan�
nels will essentially mirror the channel directory on
the local machine� Through polling� di�erential up�
dating is performed to ensure that the local copy is
consistent with the server copy� Limited communica�
tion for con�guration is possible from the tuner to the
transmitter in the form of log �les and property �les�
There is no support for dependencies among channels�
inter�channel communication� or policies other than
di�erential updating�

NET�Install ��
 enables software installation di�
rectly o� the Web using Netscape plug�in technology�
However� it does not have strong dependency manage�
ment capabilities nor event support� and is tied to the
Microsoft Windows platform� thus severely limiting its
general utility�

��� Con	guration Registry Systems

Con�guration registries provides a logically central�
ized place for all the information needed to successfully
release and deploy software systems�

GNU Autoconf ��	
 is a tool for producing shell
scripts that automatically con�gure software source
code build packages to adapt to many kinds of UNIX�
like systems� In e�ect� its scripts construct much of

the same information on�the��y as that residing in a
registry� in fact it could even be used to initially pop�
ulate a registry� But the Autoconf approach does not
scale because the information that it must calculate
continues to grow over time� and this produces large
and unwieldy scripts�

The Desktop Management Task Force �DMTF�
has developed DMI� the Desktop Management Inter�
face ��
� DMI consists of a format for describing man�
agement information called Management Information
Format �MIF�� a service provider� an API for man�
agement applications� an API for components� and a
set of services for facilitating remote communication
between participating objects� DMI acts as a layer
of abstraction between management applications and
manageable components� The Software Dock inten�
tionally has many similarities to the DMI� and the
perceived shortcomings of DMI have in�uenced the
Software Dock architecture� For example� the DMI
lacks a global event mechanism� Communication be�
tween components in the architecture is always client�
server� limiting the interaction capabilities of the var�
ious components� DMI also does not address the ac�
tual deployment activities� Furthermore� the standard
MIF schemas only support a �xed three�level hierar�
chy� whereas the Software Dock supports a more �ex�
ible multi�level hierarchical schema�

The Microsoft Registry is similar to DMI in many
respects� It describes information about manageable
components and it provides an access layer and a set of
APIs for accessing this information� The Registry in�
spired the Software Dock registry model and it could
be used as an underlying implementation� As with
DMI� the registry is entirely passive and does not
address the actual deployment process� In addition�
Microsoft has not taken the initiative to fully de�ne
a standard Registry schema� causing most informa�
tion in the Registry to be proprietary and application
speci�c� The Software Dock registry can be seen as
combining the Microsoft Registry data model with the
standard MIF schemas and coupling that with agent�
based support for deployment functionality�

� Conclusion

The activities of software deployment are complex
and continuous and have largely been ignored by the
software engineering community� Some ad hoc solu�
tions that address speci�c software deployment activ�
ities have been created� but their limited applicability
e�ectively places the burden of software deployment
on the shoulders of users�
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The Software Dock introduces a novel� general�
purpose architecture to remedy this situation� By pro�
viding consistent access to a site�s con�guration infor�
mation and resources� standardized methods for mak�
ing software releases available and visible� and a wide�
area messaging and event system� the Software Dock
architecture creates new leverage for software produc�
ers and consumers to manage complex software sys�
tems� Obstacles imposed by geographical distribution
are overcome by making use of networks such as the In�
ternet� Further� obstacles imposed by organizational
distribution are overcome by standardizing some of
the major parts of the architecture� while at the same
time exhibiting enough �exibility to allow individual
participants to adhere to their own standards�

The initial capabilities of the Software Dock ar�
chitecture have been demonstrated with a proto�
type� The prototype includes versions of a provisional
WAM�E� a �eld dock� a release dock� and a collection
of agents� The prototype shows the feasibility of an
agent�based architecture for performing complex soft�
ware deployment activities� For example� the Soft�
ware Dock is capable of performing a fully automated
installation and con�guration of Lockheed Martin�s
OLLA system�

Further development of the architecture and proto�
type will concentrate on expanding the global software
deployment registry hierarchy with a typing system to
allow for a more extensive global naming standardiza�
tion mechanism in which di�erent organizations can
introduce their own registry node types� In addition�
mechanisms to support transactional operations on
portions of a registry�s hierarchy and to support more
sophisticated deployment activities are currently un�
der investigation as part of the on�going e�ort to fur�
ther enhance the Software Dock�
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